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11.0 Background
This report documents the activities of staff and students from the Faculty of Built Environment and
Engineering (BEE), Queensland University of Technology (QUT) in Morija, Lesotho. These activities
focussed on a community project associated with the inaugural Faculty Elective Unit – BNB301 Field
Studies in Sustainable Development run in the summer of 2004. The participants are listed in
Appendix 1.
1.1 Scope of the Elective
The Elective unit (see Appendix 2 for the full Unit Outline) is a part of the Faculty’s contribution to a
University wide concentration on issues of sustainable living and its aim and objectives are:
Aim
To provide the opportunity for students from across the Faculty to undertake a program of study
through direct immersion in a host community in a developing country. It will have a core focus on
issues of sustainable development in environments that are outside the core experiences studied in
participants’ chosen disciplines. It requires engagement with very different cultural beliefs and
practices and the trans-disciplinary exploration of alternative technologies and development
ideologies appropriate to the cultural context. The unit involves exploration of relevant theory and
practice in the built environment and engineering field guided by the research and practice
experience of staff and other specialists. In this context they also support the University’s teaching
and learning goal of encouraging the acquisition of a broader, more general education in a global
context.
Objectives
This unit seeks to develop:
1. an understanding of people and cultures that are very different to our own;
2. a sensitivity to their physical, cultural, economic and environmental contexts;
3. an ability to work effectively in teams in a trans-disciplinary environment;
4. capacity to apply the knowledge and skills of the students’ own discipline to multi-disciplinary
problem solving; and
5. visual, and verbal communication skills in a new multi-cultural context.
Development of graduate capabilities:
This unit is designed to assist development of the following graduate capabilities:
a. developing higher order understanding of socio-economic/environmental issues about human
settlement in a third world country;
b. integrating higher level applications of critical, creative and analytical thinking, problem
identification and solving;
c. developing higher order communication skills;
d. integrating and implementing advanced group collaboration skills to develop effective change
outcomes; and
e. actively contributing to social and ethical responsibility in the broadest sense.
1.2 Geographical context of Lesotho
Lesotho (formerly Basutoland) is a landlocked independent kingdom within South Africa (Figure 1). It
contains the dominant watershed in South Africa. The headwaters of the Orange River and its major
tributary, the Caledon, rise in the Drakensberg and Maloti Mountains of Lesotho less than 500km from
the Indian Ocean and flow some 2000km west across South Africa to the Atlantic Ocean. Jacks &
Whyte (1939, 272) and Clarke (2002, 133) note that South Africa’s principal source of water is in effect
controlled by Lesotho and that water is of great importance in a sub-continent marked by its scarcity.
Brokered by South Africa and funded by the World Bank, the Lesotho Government has recently
completed the giant Katse Dam as part of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) being
constructed in these headwaters to export water to South Africa and increase Lesotho’s export income
(Go2africa 2004). The generation of hydroelectricity is a by-product of the project. The Mohale Dam,
the second major dam in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, is complete and being commissioned.
The LHWP has had a mixed reception from various commentators and from the people of Lesotho
and, apart from its boost to Lesotho’s income most seem to be negative. Clarke (2002, 136)
2suggests that it “serves as an example of how the world’s dwindling water can become a catalyst for
civil and international conflict”. Clarke (2002, 137) and Bond (2002, 143) refer to the effect the
construction of the Katse Dam has already had on more than 20 000 Besotho people and the overall
loss of 11 000 hectares of grazing land to the whole project in a country already critically short of
farmland.
Figure 1 – Locality Map (adapted from: van Riet et al 1997)
Lesotho is one of the world’s poorest countries in economic terms. It has a very small manufacturing
base and its major export has been labour to South Africa. Its scarce arable land is severely
degraded by sheet and gully erosion. Bond (2002, 143) notes that the country’s stock of arable land
has been reduced to just 9% of its area (circa 2 700 hectares) and that this has occurred through the
combination of loss of grazing and arable lands to the LHWP and the severe erosion of the Lesotho
lowlands. Rock (1994) quotes estimates of some 29% of the rural population who do not have
access to land for food production. Clarke (2002, 140) highlights the internal importance of land and
water to the Lesotho people through reference to villagers, whose traditional water supplies have
disappeared, being accused of stealing South Africa’s water if they fetch water from the dams. The
combination of these factors places an imperative on rehabilitation of the remaining farmlands and the
maximising of their production capacity as a sustainable system.
1.3 The community project
Pre-planning for the Field Studies included consultation with Morijan stakeholders as to the nature of
appropriate projects the students might involve themselves with. To this end a list of potential projects
were prepared by participating academic staff and canvassed through community leaders in Morija.
This consultation process was coordinated in Morija by Mr Stephen Gill, Curator of the Morija Museum
and Archives. Strong support by the Chief of Morija, Mr Ranthomeng Mapete, and the Department of
Forestry and Land Reclamation in the Lesotho Government led to adoption of a single project to be
undertaken by the 18 participating students.
The Village of Morija sits on a north facing slope between the escarpment of Makhoarane Plateau and
the extremely degraded Legato River. A number of drainage lines flow down from the plateau to the
river and two of these pass through Morija (Figure 2). Severe gully erosion dating back to the 19th
century has resulted in one of these drainage lines, Koapeng Stream, becoming a badly degraded
gully (or donga as gullies are known in southern Africa) filled with weeds and urban rubbish (Figure 3).
Investigation of ways and means to rehabilitate and manage this gully to restore the system to a
3healthy environment was adopted as the central project. Given the strategic location of the gully the
group also adopted major objectives to maximise the potential benefits of rehabilitation to the
community and set the project up as an exemplar for wider rehabilitation efforts.
Figure 2 – Setting of Morija (sketch by Glenn Thomas)
Figure 3 – Typical conditions in Koapeng Stream (December 2004).
Koapeng Stream
4The degradation of Koapeng Stream has destroyed it completely as a functioning stream and for much
of the year it is simply a dry gully. Anecdotal evidence also suggested that the catchment water table
has been lowered by the gully erosion and has severely impacted on spring water availability from the
natural aquifers of the sandstone plateau above the village. The Department of Forestry and Land
Reclamation, with the blessing of Chief Mopete, is seeking ways and means to rehabilitate this
waterway to a “more attractive and stable system” (Gill 2004).
The group spent considerable time talking with a wide cross section of the community as a precursor
to engaging with problem solving. The lack of a reliable supply of affordable water and its impact on
food security rapidly emerged as the major environmental issue for the villagers. Morija has a
reticulated treated water supply sourced from a series of bores. Distribution to the wider community is
via a series of locked public standpipes scattered through the village. A large number of villagers
cannot afford the rental of a key to access this water. In a small valley above the village there is a
daily ritual of villagers, mostly women and children, patiently filling containers of water, transported by
wheelbarrow, from a small trickle that is all that is left of once good supplies of spring water.
Therefore the QUT group also sought to value add this task by seeking ways and means of harvesting
runoff water for use by villagers in irrigating home gardens.
Two other important factors that were to influence the way in which the project progressed also
emerged. The first was the discovery that many villagers had the skills, knowledge and experience to
implement a range of potential technologies that might be applied to land rehabilitation. These people
were invited to participate in the project work and quickly became essential members of the team.
The second factor was that, while there was wide recognition that land degradation was increasingly
reducing food production potentials and quality of life, the struggle of day to day survival produced an
all pervading attitude that nothing would be done to fix it unless the villagers were paid for their labour.
Farming on the edge – fields cultivated right to the edge of a large donga in deep black soil
south of Morija.
52.0 Investigating appropriate
technologies
A core focus of the program was to expose the students to local examples of appropriate technologies
known to staff through prior contact with southern Africa. These were expanded by some significant
discoveries by the students themselves during community consultations. The object of raising
awareness of these alternative techniques was to provide the students with a new set of tools to draw
upon that were sympathetic to the cultural, economic and environmental context in which they were
working.
2.1 Rustlers Valley, Freestate, South Africa
We were made aware of this development by Chrisna du Plessis of CSIR, Pretoria as a good example
of sustainable development in a South African village. Its director, Frik Grobelaar, welcomed the QUT
group and took us on a conducted tour of the facility. Rustlers Valley is essentially a farm stay resort
built around a commitment to permaculture as a sustainable and low environmental impact food
production approach. The main elements of interest on the farm are:
 facilties for residential training schools dealing with permaculture and environmental sustainability
practices;
 a rehabilitated donga (gully) running through the valley on which five dams have been constructed
to drought proof the farm;
 a high water table fed by aquifers in the sandstone bedrock flowing from the surrounding hills
down into the valley (a setting very reminiscent of that in Morija);
 a central permaculture garden supplying food to an on-site vegetarian restaurant structured on
Mollison (1988) lines and irrigated by gravity flow from “windows” opened in the water table; and
 a small black African village supplied by gravity fed water from a small hillside reservoir.
The village was of particular interest. The ready supply of good quality reticulated water provided for
all household needs as well as allowing irrigation of highly productive household gardens which were
also structured along permaculture lines. The village also featured its own farm school at which food
production was a core component of the curriculum. Figure 4 illustrates a number of these elements.
Figure 4 – Rustlers Valley (a) permaculture garden, (b) dammed valley, (c) village household
garden, (d) the reservoir supplying the village, (e) the farm school in the village.
Further information: http://www.rustlers.co.za/
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
62.2 The Keyhole Garden, Morija, Lesotho
The keyhole garden is an efficient way of producing a continuous supply of vegetables for a
household. Its key features are its compactness and its ingenious design that allows it to recycle
household waste to provide the required nutrient supply. Developed by villagers under the guidance
of Sechaba Pty Ltd, a consulting company specialising in appropriate technologies and based in
Maseru, the capital of Lesotho and Stock Aid, a British based aid organisation operating in Morija.
The garden is a planting bed raised within a dry stone wall and built around a small cage of sticks into
which processed household waste and grey water are recycled. Detailed instructions for building a
keyhole garden are given in Appendix 3. Figure 5 shows a typical keyhole garden in the nearby
village of Thaba Chitja.
Figure 5 – A keyhole garden (sketch by Jane Hulme)
2.3 Earth dams on dongas (gullies)
Also at Thaba Chitja, the group observed a dam formed with a simple earth embankment across the
head of a lateral branch to a major donga (Figure 6). Seepage at the downstream base of the
embankment suggested that there was no effective key into its foundation and that there may be a risk
of eventual piping failure when the dam filled. There were two aspects about the dam of particular
interest:
 a rubble stone wall across the gully above the dam to intercept silt; and
 a concrete outlet pit from which a pipe controlled by a stopcock delivered water by gravity feed to
the farmyard.
7The stone wall was interesting in that it was of fully mortared joint construction with a narrow aperture
(about 450mm wide) in the centre through which water flowed through a screen into the dam (Figure
6). The construction was too new to give a clear indication to its efficacy at intercepting silt and there
is a risk that water would accelerate through the opening and increase the local scouring effect. Other
examples referred to later in this report show that silt is best intercepted by pervious drop structures
(eg dry rock walls) that disperse rather than concentrate flows through and over the structure. Design
of the top entry intake pit, also screened, limited the gravity feed to water levels above its surface
(Figure 7). Once water dropped below, it as in Figure 6, the landowner was forced to move the water
by bucket or some form of siphon.
Figure 6 – Small farm dam on lateral donga (note much larger donga in the background).
2.4 Rainwater tanks and goats
Thaba Chitja also had examples of ferro-cement
rainwater tanks intended for harvesting roof water
to supplement garden watering. Initiated by
Stock Aid, a British based aid agency operating
in Morija, the scheme involved provision of
materials and formwork to an established
community group who provided the labour in a
cooperative scheme. Tanks are typically 1.8m
high x 1.2m diameter (Figure 8). Stock Aid
advised us that they have proved too small as the
collected water has also been used for household
needs.
Figure 7 – Dam construction (sketch by Craig
Christensen) Figure 8 – Rainwater tank.
8The goat scheme, also initiated by Stock Aid, involves giving a family a pair of goats. The family is
obliged to give the first two sets of progeny to another family after which the first recipient is entitled to
keep all subsequent kids to increase their own herd.
2.5 Malealea Lodge and the “German Project”
A group of students charged with wider community consultation identified two donga rehabilitation
projects at the Malealea Lodge, a farm based resort an hour drive south east of Morija and a visit by
staff, students and our local team members was arranged. This proved to be an important find. To
quote from the diary of one student “ talking with Albert today was inspirational for me personally, and
also for the locals who came along in the vans with us today – one of the locals commented that he
had never seen anything so beautiful” (Los, 2004). We were shown two quite different donga
rehabilitation projects that day and both had their origins in the Mafeteng Development Project (Rock
1994) (see Appendix 6) undertaken from the mid 1980s into the early 1990s with aid from Germany,
hence the local references to the “German Project” and the Production Through Conservation (PTC)
program 1981 – 1996 (Marake 1998) which was a Swedish funded project.
Rehabilitation of the first donga commenced in
1986. It involved insertion of a series of stone or
gabion drop structures to intercept silt and then it
was planted with Acacia dealbata (silver Wattle)
and Gleditsea triacanthos (Honey Locust). A
very recent addition has been the construction of
an earth dam across the gully above the
rehabilitated zone to provide irrigation water for a
new nursery (Figure 9). This dam again featured
a stone drop structure above the dam to intercept
silt but this time water flowed over its top rather
than through an aperture. The dam was also
lined to prevent leakage.
Figure 9 – Earth dam with fabric liner.
Of concern with the construction of this dam was
the design of its flood overflow which is highly
susceptible to rapid erosion of its unprotected
earth fill diversion bank on the lower side. Heavy
storm conditions while the dam is full could lead
to rapid failure through overtopping (Figure 10).
Figure 10 – Vulnerable flood overflow.
The second, and much larger donga rehabilitation project, provided a spectacular example of what
could be achieved with a holistic approach to erosion management. Begun on the 20th January 1986
by the current owner’s father and continued today by his son and our guide, Albert, also started with
the insertion of drop structures into the eroded gully. Albert’s story reinforced other conclusions the
group had reached in discussions with the Besotho people. His father had swapped other developed
land for the donga degraded valley and tried to involve his village neighbours in its rehabilitation. His
argument was that they would be rewarded for their labour by the food they ultimately produced. The
response confirmed the “no pay, no work” attitude previously revealed so Albert’s father proceeded
alone. That the farm now sells food to these same villagers is revealing.
There was deliberate experimentation with types of construction ranging from sand bags through
stone and tyre combinations, gabions and rubble stone laid in mortar or laid dry. Dry laid rubble stone
was considered the best option since it allowed water to pass through as well as over the structure
and effectively intercepted silt in a range of storm events. Once silt had accumulated to the top of the
9drop structures the drainage line was then planted. So successful was the rehabilitation that the water
table was lifted to a much higher level and so vegetation selection was based on the ability to survive
with “wet feet”. The dominant species used were Populus spp (Poplars), Salix spp (Willows), Aloe spp
(Figure 11) and Arundo donax (Spanish Reed). The latter provided another cash crop for use in
thatching.
Figure 11 – Silt filled to top of rubble stone drop structure (left); Albert in front of Poplar,
Willow and Aloe plantings (right).
The restoration of the water table also restored access to rel iable spring water of very high quality.
This has been tapped to supply irrigation water (Figure 12). The same villagers who declined the
original invitation to join the project are also accessing this spring for daily household water needs.
Figure 12 – Restored spring with irrigation inlet (left); part of the irrigated farmlands (right)
Albert has further diversified his farm income by establishing a nursery to supply fruit trees and plants
for revegetation projects throughout Lesotho (Figure 13). Integral with the donga stabilisation there
has been a concerted program of preventative erosion control through the construction of dry stone
10
walls across vulnerable slopes on the valley sides (Figure 14) and Malealea as a whole offered an
outstanding example of land management and soil conservation measures (Figure 15).
Figure 13 – Tree nursery.
Figure 14 – Dry stone walls across valley slopes
Figure 15 – Contour banks across fields at Malealea (note that this volcanic soil type is much more
resistant to erosion than the duplex soils of Morija where contour banks may be less effective).
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3.0 The project: dealing with the
donga that was Koapeng Stream
As previously discussed the student group had already resolved to maximise the potential benefits of
rehabilitation. Given the new knowledge regarding appropriate technologies, in particular the keyhole
garden and Malealea examples, it was further resolved that the rehabilitation strategy should also
maximise the opportunity to harvest and store stormwater runoff and restore water tables where ever
possible.
3.1 Phillip Molise’s scheme
Above the village, at the foot of the plateau
escarpment, are two existing earth dams built
some years ago to supply water to the Thabeng
High School grounds. Runoff water was diverted
from the headwaters of Koapeng Stream into the
first dam by means of a stone wall which had fallen
into disrepair and no longer functioned. Water was
then piped to the second dam from where it was
gravity fed to the school. This reticulation had also
ceased to function through lack of maintenance.
Phillip Molise, a well respected villager proposed to
repair all of these systems and to diversify
reticulation to households as well as the school
(Figure 16). This proposal was both practicable
and worthwhile and the student group accepted
this as part of the scheme ultimately proposed. Figure 16 – Phillip Molise’s scheme (extract
from proposed Staging Plan).
3.2 Understanding the processes happening in the donga.
The group made a number of walking explorations along the donga and, with guidance from academic
staff, came to an understanding of the range of processes operating to degrade the former stream.
These included:
 severe to mild scouring of the low flow stream bed
Stream bed scouring took two primary forms. The first
involved high energy erosion associated with initial gully
formation in the upper sections of the donga. This
resulted in deep downward cutting of the stream bed
accompanied by exposure and fragmentation of the
sandstone bedrock producing a steeply “terraced”
longitudinal profile (Figure 17a).
The second form of scouring involved secondary erosion
of silt deposited in the lower donga exposing a waterworn
sandstone substrate (Figure 17b). Provided that f low
velocities could be controlled in the upper catchment this
form of scouring was of lesser concern as it essentially
provided a low flow channel for the stream.
Figure 17 – Stream bed scouring.
(a)
(b)
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 mild to severe undercutting of banks leading to
collapse
This process was found to be actively occurring at most of
the outside curves in the donga where high velocity storm
flows removed material from the lower parts of the side
banks and progressively undercut the bank until the upper
overhangs collapsed (Figure 18).
The collapsed material is then carried downstream and
progressively deposited in lower velocity sections of the
donga. The collective impact of donga erosion across the
country has been to devastate the creeks and rivers of
Lesotho (Figure 19). Silt deposition has virtually
destroyed all of the natural ecosystems in the permanent
streams in the lowlands and contributes to an estimated
annual loss of 40 million tonnes of soil from the Lesotho
range and croplands (Rock 1994).
Figure 18 – Severe undercutting of bank.
Figure 19 – Destruction of streams through silting.
 erosion accelerated by informal pathways used by
both people and animals
The donga has several pathways crossing it and, as
illustrated in Figure 20, has pathways running along the
top of its banks for significant parts of its length. No
attempt has been made to stabilise these pathways of
convenience for movement of both people and stock
animals. The result is localised accelerated erosion that
both adds to the silt load and increased bank collapse.
Figure 20 – Pathway along donga bank (note narrowing
of the path where the bank has collapsed).
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 continued head growth of the donga into upper pastures.
The upper valley flowing out of the plateau escarpment
tends to provide relatively good pasture. This is probably
due to moisture seepage from the bedding planes of the
sandstone forming the plateau. Overgrazing in times of
stress has resulted in growth of the donga into these
pastures (Figure 21). Preventative action has not been
taken and it appears that this is tied to cultural matters
relating to grazing rights granted by the village chief
which essentially gives unfettered access to the pastures.
Figure 21 – Head of donga growing into pasture.
3.3 Conceiving a strategy for rehabilitation
As part of the awareness-raising program in South Africa that preceded the Lesotho project, some of
the students had begun to grapple with the concept of sustainability as a holistic way of thinking
through a number of inter-related issues. One of the important outcomes of these deliberations was a
matrix that sought to achieve the necessary integration between:
 the triple bottom line concepts of balanced consideration of socio-cultural, economic and
environmental factors;
 the organisational environment within which these factors are considered; and
 the outcome objectives of connecting with all interest groups within society, respecting the
common ground on which these groups operate and building the capacity of communities to work
towards a sustainable living environment (Figure 22).
This vision for sustainable living echoes Milbrath’s goal of designing a new society that provides a
decent quality of life while coexisting in a long-run sustainable relationship with the natural
environment that nourishes it (Milbrath 1989, ix).
The deadline for delivering an outcome was set for six days into the project. The group was invited to
present its concepts to a scheduled Village Assembly to be held in a natural amphitheatre in front of
the village chief’s house. A great deal of energy was devoted to finding a communication strategy to
get the attention of the assembly and hold it through the presentation. Inspiration came through two
sketches done by one of our students. One showed a desiccated landscape split by a deep and
jagged gully emanating from an opening in the mountain escarpment. The other depicted a verdant
and productive hillside irrigated from a vegetated valley containing a series of small ponds stepping
down the slope from the same opening in the escarpment. These were captioned, in the Sesotho
language, Metsi a sekala (fast water) (Figure 23) and Metsi a phallang butle (slow water) (Figure 24)
respectively. These became the opening gambit in the student presentation delivered in English and
translated into Sesotho with the aid of an interpreter, Thabo Leanya.
Two further drawings, also captioned in the Sesotho language, followed to complete the presentation.
The first depicted a series of cartoon like sketches illustrating how local examples of appropriate
technologies could be adapted to convert the existing degraded landscape to a more stable and
productive future (Figure 25). The second illustrated how the rehabilitation could be broken into four
successive stages to keep the magnitude of the task conceptually achievable in the minds of the
villagers (Figure 26). This strategy proved a resounding success. Following a lively question and
answer session the Assembly resolved to seek the necessary progressive funding to carry out the
work and promised that, if QUT were to return in two years, the work would be substantially
completed. Figure 27 contains a number of photographs of the presentation at the Village Assembly
in progress.
The follow up to the assembly was to prepare a series of simple “how to” drawings and instructions
that fleshed out the detail of the required interventions outlined in the staging strategy. This was done
with the now even more enthusiastic help of local members of the team. Each drawing was tested in
terms of its ability to effectively communicate to lay people in the village. All of this material has since
been processed into a printed Report for distribution to key stakeholders and local aid agencies in
Lesotho to give them the guidance they need to carry out the work. Sesotho translations have yet to
be incorporated because of problems of clarifying the hand written text. These “how to” drawings are
given in Section 3.4. The full text of the student presentation to the Assembly is given in Appendix 4.
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Figure 22 – Framework for sustainable development (model developed by students to underpin the
community project in Morija, Lesotho).
15
Figure 23 – Metsi a sekhala (fast water) (group presentation drawing)
16
Figure 24 – Metsi a phallang butle (slow water) (group presentation drawing)
17
Figure 25 – Matlake kopano – examples of adaptations of appropriate technologies.
18
Figure 26 – Recommended project staging (in the Sesotho language)
19
Figure 27 – Photo gallery
(a) the QUT group prior to the
Assembly
(b) and (c) in the workroom
(d) Village people at the
Assembly
(e) Jillian Los making the
presentation assisted by
Thabo Leanya (interpreter),
Helder Costa Pires Pereira
and Craig Christensen
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3.4 Implementation guidelines
This section provides the guideline drawings developed to assist implementation of the strategy
presented in the previous section. These drawings have been prepared in close discussion with the
local participants in the project workshop to maximise both the practicability of the methods suggested
and their as yet unpublished description in the Sesotho language. It is intended that these drawings
will provide the necessary hands-on information to enable the work to be carried out by village people
provided the funding to do so could be secured by local, national or international aid.
The following discussion overviews the whole process from the students’ perspective:
3.4.1 Implementation Group’s Process Summary
The task for this project group was to propose an implementation strategy to propose to the people of
Morija following the end of the field trip.
Material resources
Firstly we explored local resource options and found that there was an abundance of stone and timber
that could be useful for the donga rehabilitation proposals. In and around the town there are a number
of used car bodies and tyres that could be useful. The local nursery would be able to supply the
required vegetation that could be used as part of the donga solution. Additionally, gabion wire cages,
bricks and cement were available for purchase from the local store, Frasers, and in Maseru.
Human resources
We established a list of people within the community and approached them to gain support for our
project and to aid with developing ideas for implementation. These people were also explored as
potential sources of financial support in the long term.
As well as this we were in contact with concerned citizens and residents along the donga to increase
awareness of the project and to develop an understanding of their concerns and values. We found that
there was a broad local knowledge base of the basic solutions to the donga problem, as well as the
required building skills and labour force to implement the proposed plans.
Issues were encountered in mobilizing these human resources. Although the locals realized that the
dongas posed a threat, they were generally reluctant to contribute voluntarily because there were no
immediate benefits. Given the prevailing socio-economic situation, we found that people had other
priorities that came before voluntary community service. In previous projects people had been
compensated with food or money. Some people expressed a preference for non-monetary incentives
to minimize negative effects on their culture.
We then approached various institutions to investigate their potential role in providing the financial
backing for the ongoing rehabilitation scheme.
Implementation
The final part of this research was to compile our findings and apply them to a draft implementation
strategy (Figure 28). We considered the project from the sourcing of resources and support, to the
project co-ordination and the construction of the final proposal. We recommended that the project
would need some kind of external sponsorship, and investigated several options for this; particularly
Stock Aid, the Department of Forestry and Land Reclamation’s Food for Work Program and local
government. From here we recommended that the project be co-ordinated by a council formed by a
local council who would be under the authority of the chief. This council would be responsible for
organizing the building of the proposal and distributing incentives.
The theme of fast water, slow water was used to structure a series of diagrams illustrating how to go
about construction of the various interventions required for slowing and storing water and for
managing erosion. The organisational structure of these diagrams is given in Figure 29 and the
diagrams follow as Figures 30 to 37 inclusive.
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Figure 28 – Implementation framework and projected outcomes
SLOWING and STORING WATER MANAGING EROSION
Figure 30
Longitudinal section
STAGE 1 - ROCKPOOLS
Figure 34
Managing livestock
During rehabilitation After rehabilitation
Figure 31
Construction of silt barriers
(a) above donga head;(b) in active donga
Figure 35
Providing vegetation buffers
(a) in non-cropping land; (b) in cropping
land
Figure 32
Construction of rock weirs
Figure 36
Preventing erosion
(a) in minor flow paths; (b) in donga beds
Figure 33
Construction of water outlets from weirs
Figure 37
Stabilising undercut banks
(a) minor undercutting; (b) major
undercutting
Figure 29 – Organisation of implementation diagrams Figures 30 to 37
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Figure 30 –
Stage 1 –
Rockpools
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Figure 31(a) – Construction of silt barriers above the donga head
The top photographs show the actively growing head of the donga. The first
step in preventing further erosion is to stop the donga from growing any more
by slowing the water.
To do this construct a series of drop structures across this part of the donga in
the locations indicated by the red lines.
The bottom photograph illustrates how these drop structures are constructed.
Let these drop structures silt up to restore the pasture land here.
All of this happens above the dry rock wall in Figure 31 (b). This means that
only the bottom silt barrier needs to be regularly cleaned out.
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Figure 31(b) – Construction of dry rock wall silt barriers
Dig out earth with a spade to make a trench.
Dimensions: ¼ metre deep
1 metre wide
Long enough to intercept water
and allow an extra ½ metre on
both sides.
Move earth to a spot away from the donga and
water stream.
Build base of wall by laying largest rocks at the
bottom. Do not use any mortar between rocks.
Build wall up, using largest rocks at the bottom
and smaller rocks at the top.
This type of wall lets water pass through and
trap silt on the upstream side.
At the end of each wet season shovel the silt
out from behind the wall and use it on your
gardens.
If you let the silt build up a lot it the water will
carry silt over the top of the wall and this will
then fill up the rock pools with silt instead of
water.
1 2
3 4
Place rocks on the ground on the downhill
side of the wall.
Pound or dig the rocks into the ground so that
they do not move.
These rocks will stop the earth on the
downhill side being washed away and slow
the water.
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Figure 32 – Construction of Rock Weirs (figure continues next page)
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Figure 32 (continued) – Construction of rock weirs
Locate narrowest part of donga or best place.
If base is clay dig a trench 1 pace wide and ½
pace deep across donga a key ½ pace into the
side wall of the donga.
Place larger rocks in a concrete bed in the
trench or on the rock base and start laying rocks
in mortar.
If base is sandstone clean surface and roughen
it with a hammer (wear glasses to protect your
eyes). Fill any cracks with mortar to seal.
Place larger rocks in a concrete bed in the
trench or on the rock base and start laying rocks
Collect enough rocks and stack nearby on
donga beside the site chosen.
Mix 3 parts cement, 2 parts sand and 1 part
water to make a strong mortar mix. Use a
bucket to measure the parts accurately.
Spread the mortar over the clean base and
firmly bed the first layer of stones into it
Lay stones in mortar starting with the biggest in
the bottom and getting smaller as the height of
the wall increases.
Make sure stones lock together firmly in mortar.
Continue laying stones to make a wall about 1
pace wide (thick) being sure to key each end into
the banks at least ½ pace (½ metre).
Stones are laid with small ones between bigger
ones with at least 1 finger (10mm) thickness of
mortar between them.
Build up wall and continue the last step until the
wall is high enough. Height should suit donga or
as tall as you can reach or a maximum of 2 ¾
metres high.
Do not use rocks that are already protecting
the floor of the donga
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Figure 33 – Construction of water outlets from weirs (rock pools)
Construction of rock pools in the donga not only slows the water to prevent further erosion but it
means that the water stored in the rock pools can be used to irrigate crops and provide water for
stock. To enable this water to be distributed to where it is needed there needs to be an intake
device connected to a water pipe that will gravity feed the water to where it is most needed. An
intake can be provided in any of the rock pools.
This diagram shows a simple way to make an intake system.
Site preparation:
Level the bottom of the donga where the drum water intake is to sit so that it is firmly supported.
Level the site with a layer of concrete if necessary.
Drum water intake:
Obtain a used 200litre paraffin drum in good condition (no rust). Punch many small holes in its
sides to make it leaky. Carefully remove the top of the drum (leave no sharp edges to cut yourself
on) and put 150mm of sand or gravel into the bottom to make it heavy enough to sit firmly on the
prepared site. Insert the water pipe through the side of the drum and seal it into place. The pipe
needs to be above the layer of sand or gravel in the bottom. Project the pipe about a hand span
into the drum so that its end can be wrapped with shadecloth or similar to act as a filter.
Water pipe:
The water pipe should be galvanised so that it will not rust and its size will depend on how many
places the water will be reticulated to. Carefully seal the pipe in mortar where it passes through the
rock wall as it is built to ensure the wall won’t leak. Fit a stopcock (tap) on the downstream side of
the weir so that flow from the rock pool can be controlled. Feed the water from this stopcock to
where it is needed.
The photograph shows a water pipe that
supplies water to a garden and to goats from
an earth dam in the village of Thaba Chitja
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Figure 34 – Managing livestock during and after rehabilitation.
All stock needs to be kept out of the dongas as they contribute to further damage and erosion.
Before starting the rehabilitation projects build temporary fences around the edges. Advantage
should be taken of existing vegetation such as Coral Aloe where this is a good barrier to stock.
Consideration should also be given to starting planting along the margins of the donga for the
long term protection and stabilisation of the donga (see Figure 35). If this is done then the
temporary fencing should be outside the plantings to protect them too.
Temporary fencing
Drop structures in
donga to catch silt
Rows of impenetrable
planting (eg Aloes)
As the rehabilitation work proceeds, both sides of the donga should be
progressively vegetated to protect the banks and exclude uncontrolled
stock from the repaired donga. A good example of the end result is
shown in Figure 11. Many plant species suitable for the area are given
in the paper in Appendix 6.
Allow controlled grazing
when there is plenty of
grass. Do not allow grazing
in dongas in drought
conditions.
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Vegetation management in
in grazing land
The main cause of donga
erosion is allowing grazing in
natural drainage ways across
the fields. Keeping these
drainage ways well vegetated
is the key to preventing the
formation of dongas in the
first place.
Buffer strips should be
planting along all drainage
ways including repaired
dongas to protect them from
these grazing impacts.
Buffer strips can include
many plants that can produce
a cash crop such as
thatching reeds and grasses,
wattles and other trees that
can be harvested for fire
wood, fruit trees, etc. This
adds value to the lost grazing
land and diversifies the
farmer’s income.
Vegetation management in
cropping lands
Exactly the same principles
apply in the farming lands as
in grazing lands. Cultivation
of soil for crops that crosses
natural drainage ways will
produce erosion that quickly
leads to formation of a
donga.
Buffer strips should be
planted along these drainage
ways and the floor of the
drainage way should be kept
well grassed to protect the
soil from washing away in
heavy rain.
Trees are less important here
and the buffers can be made
of perennial cash crops such
as thatching grass to
diversify farmer’s income.
Figure 35 – Providing vegetation buffers to repaired dongas and other drainage ways.
Min. 6 metres Min. 6 metres
Repaired
donga or un-
eroded
drainage way
Crops Crops
Min. 2 metres Min. 2 metres
Repaired
donga or
un-
eroded
drainage
way
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Prevention of erosion is much easier to do than it is to repair erosion once it has formed a donga.
Keep your eyes open as you walk around your village or garden, or farm. If you see a small rill (a tiny
donga) forming drop some rocks into it at intervals and the next storm will silt it up again.
This photograph shows a walking trail
across the plateau in Sentinel Peak
National Park in South Africa. It has been
badly eroded by many walkers and a lot of
work has had to be done to start repairing
the damage. The problem is that nothing
has been done to stop it happening all
over again on the new path beside it.
The second part of Figure 36 on the next
page shows how erosion can be
prevented in some critical locations like
this one.
Figure 36 – Preventing erosion, thinking ahead will save a lot of work later (continues next page)
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Regularly used paths for walking or moving
stocks are always prone to erosion over time.
This erosion is worse when the path is on a
slope unless preventative action is taken.
The most effective way of preventing erosion
is to slow the water by building water bars
across the path that divert the water to the
side where it is collected in a drain that will
carry the water to the bottom of the slope
where it can be allowed to spread out gently
and run away.
Water bars can be constructed out of stones
(as illustrated), concrete or logs. If logs are
used they will have to be replaced every time
they rot out or are eaten by termites. Stones
or concrete will last a long time.
Spacing of the water bars is important. If the
slope is only small the water bars are spaced
further apart. If the slope is steeper then the
water bars are much closer together.
The side drain is best constructed as a dish of
closely packed stones and should be big
enough to carry the expected volume of water
in a storm. If it is not big enough erosion
might happen along its edges.
Figure 36 (continued) – Preventing erosion on pathways (continues next page)
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Figure 36 (continued) – Constructing causeways for paths across dongas.
CROSS SECTION
PLAN
Score (groove) the surface of
the concrete to make it rough
so that will not get too slippery.
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Undercutting of donga banks occurs where
the high water flow in a storm strikes the
bank on a bend. This gouges out
(undercuts) the base of the bank causing the
top of the bank to collapse. The photograph
illustrates a serious case of undercutting
from this cause.
Minor undercutting can be prevented by
facing the bank with stones and filling the
void behind with smaller stones (left).
Serious undercutting requires major work to
stabilise it. The part of the bank where the
water hits it has to be protected by a rock
wall. The bank above needs to be cut back
to a manageable slope and vegetated to
maximise its stability (below).
Figure 37 – Stabilising undercut banks.
Water undercutting
bank at bend
Repairing mild undercutting
Larger rocks
packed over
face
Small
rocks
packed
in
behind
Repairing major undercutting
Stone wall laid in mortar
(see weir construction)
Leave stream bed intact
or construct stone blanket
Rock and earth backfill
75% shadecloth backing
Sand backfill
Firm, clean foundation
Existing undercut bank
Topsoil and mulch for planting
banks
Min. 150mm diameter logs
pegged to slope
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4.0 Conclusion
At the conclusion of the field trip the students were asked to return a simple questionnaire that asked
them to identify the best aspects of their experiences and to suggest any improvements that might be
considered in future offerings of the Elective. Analysis of the responses showed that there was a
general appreciation of the wider exposure to different socio-cultural, political and environmental
contexts in terms of what constitutes sustainable development and seeing different technical issues
and solutions in practice. One student particularly valued the strong emphasis on sustainability that
(ran) through this field trip and utilising knowledge acquired to relate to the situation in Lesotho.
Another emphasised broadening perceptions and expanding consideration for those less fortunate (as
well as) experiencing different views from each discipline and how thought processes come through.
Suggested areas for improvement frequently urged increased opportunities for greater direct
immersion into the dominant cultures of South Africa as part of the awareness raising program. While
recognising that this represented a willingness by students to learn even more, the interesting
question regarding acceptable levels of risk that supervising staff need to carry in ensuring the
wellbeing and safety of the group at large must be considered. A second area for improvement noted
the need for a greater emphasis on the history of the countries to be visited in pre-departure seminars.
Since most cultures are a direct product of their histories this point is well taken. The broad message
from the feedback has endorsed the field studies as a highly valued learning experience by all
participants including the six students who asked the author to fail them so they could do it again.
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QUT staff:
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Ph.+61 7 3864 8361, Fax +61 7 3864 1528, email s.smith@qut.edu.au
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Ph. +61 7 3864 1539, Fax. +61 7 3864 1170,
email a.goonetilleke@qut.edu.au
A/Prof Glenn Thomas Landscape Architecture (Unit and project designer)
Ph. +61 7 3864 1033, Fax +61 7 3864 1528, email gs.thomas@qut.edu.au
QUT students:
Simon Boundy B. Blt. Env. (Architectural Studies) Year 3
Joanna Buckley B. Blt. Env. (Industrial Design) Year 3
Craig Christensen Grad. Dip. in Urban and Regional Planning
Barry Clough Grad. Dip. Urban and Regional Planning
Christine Crawford Master of Landscape Architecture
Helder da Costa Pires Pereira B. Blt. Env. (Architectural Studies) Year 3
Lachlan Driver B. Engineering (Mechanical) Year 3
Janice Harrington Master of Landscape Architecture
Jane Hulme B. Blt. Env. (Landscape Architecture) Year 3
Ravinesh Karan B. Architecture Year 3
Catherine Knight B. Blt. Env. (Landscape Architecture) Year 3
Monika Kompara B. Architecture Year 3
Jillian Los B. Engineering (Medical) Year 2
Katie O’Brien B. Blt. Env. (Interior Design) Year 2
Alison Pashley B. Property Economics
Mark Plattz B. Engineering (Civil) Year 3
Ross Simmons B. App. Sc. (Construction Management) Year 3
Jennifer Tanner Grad. Dip. Landscape Architecture
Morijan participants in project workshops:
Phillip Molise Church elder, youth coordinator, tourism guide
PO Box 12, Morija, Lesotho. Email phillipmolise@yahoo.com
Refiloe Katu Assoc. Dip. Tourism, Pietermartizburg Teknicon, Year 1
Email katuref@webmail.co.za
Bennie Kalaka Morija museum information guide, donga foreman
PO Box 65, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60625 (h) 60308 (w).
Gideon Seboka Concerned citizen .
PO Box 4, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60204.
Thabo Leanya Morija Museum and Archives, Interpreter
c/- Morija Museum and Archives (see Stephen Gill)
Morija community leaders:
Ranthomeng Mapete Chief of Morija
Mr. Matsipa Chief’s Assistant
Mr. Hetsa Chief’s Assistant
Stephen Gill Curator, Morija Museum and Archives
Email sgill@morijafest.com . Ph/Fax +266 223 60273/0324.
Dr. David Hall Principal, Sechaba (Pty) Ltd., Consultants
Email halld@sechaba.co.ls . Ph. +266 223 16555.
Malineo Motsephe UNICEF, Youth Programmes Coordinator
PO Box 190, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 5885 6711
Bokang Segoeto Owner of Morija Roadside Pub and Café, farmer
PO Box 79, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60250
Ntloheleng Matete Lewanika Social development and marketing coordinator, Stock Aid
Email inlewanika@stlesotho.org.ls . Ph/Fax +266 223 60398
Christabel R. Jackson Horticulture and small stock coordinator, Stock Aid
Email cjackson@stlesotho.org.ls . Ph/Fax +266 233 60398.
Mr Mokhothe Principal, Thabeng High School
PO Box 70, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60273.
Mpeoane Mokokomali Teacher, Thabeng High School, Development Studies
PO Box 70, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60324.
Tebello Mothebesoane Teacher, Thabeng High School, Development Studies
Po Box 70, Morija, Lesotho. Ph. +266 223 60308.
Lesotho Government:
Neo Mothokho Soil Scientist
Soil Survey Office, Ministry of Forestry and Land Reclamation, Maseru
Mobile 630 59796.
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Appendix 2 – Unit Outline: Field Studies in Sustainable Development
Field Studies in Sustainable Development
Unit Outline
BNB301 FIELD STUDIES IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Credit Points: 12
Prerequisite(s): Nil.
Corequisite(s): Nil.
Incompatible
Unit(s):
Nil.
Coordinator: Dr Ashantha Goonetilleke
Date: SEMESTER 2 2004 GP INTERNAL
Phone: 3864 1539
Fax: 3864 1515
Email: a.goonetilleke@qut.edu.au
Rationale
Professional degree courses in the Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering provide for
elective study the purpose of which is to broaden and/or deepen knowledge at a tertiary level,
either through the selection of individual units across the university, or through the undertaking of
approved minors within or outside the school. Elective units may be chosen to increase knowledge
in a related field, to explore a discipline interest in depth, or simply to broaden knowledge. This
Elective is offered across the Faculty to provide opportunities, within the elective studies stream,
to deepen knowledge and experience of the importance of multi-disciplinary collaborations
contributing to sustainable development within the design and built environment and engineering
fields.
Participation in this Field Studies Unit will be voluntary and at your own expense. Expected costs
will be given at the time enrolments are invited. A minimum of 10 enrolments are required for the
Field Studies to proceed and a maximum of 20 enrolments will be accepted unless otherwise
advised at the time enrolments are invited.
Aims
The Elective provides the opportunity for students from across the Faculty to undertake a program
of study through direct immersion in a host community in a developing country. It will have a core
focus on issues of sustainable development in environments that are outside the core experiences
studied in participants’ chosen disciplines. It will require engagement with very different cultural
beliefs and practices and the trans-disciplinary exploration of alternative technologies and
development ideologies appropriate to the cultural context. The unit will involve exploration of
relevant theory and practice in the Built Environment and Engineering field guided by the research
and practice experience of staff and other specialists. In this context they also support the
University’s teaching and learning goal of encouraging the acquisition of a broader, more general
education in a global context.
Objectives
On completion of this unit you should have:
1. developed an understanding of people and cultures that are very different to our own;
2. demonstrated a sensitivity to their physical, cultural, economic and environmental contexts;
3. demonstrated an ability to work effectively in teams in a trans-disciplinary environment;
4. expanded your capacity to apply the knowledge and skills of your own discipline to multi-
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disciplinary problem solving; and
5. extended your visual, and verbal communication skills in a new multi-cultural context.
Development of graduate capabilities:
This unit is designed to assist you in:
a. developing higher order understanding of socio-economic/environmental issues about human
settlement in a third world country;
b. integrating higher level applications of critical, creative and analytical thinking, problem
identification and solving;
c. developing higher order communication skills;
d. integrating and implementing advanced group collaboration skills to develop effective change
outcomes; and
e. actively contributing to social and ethical responsibility in the broadest sense.
Content
The unit will comprise two primary components:
$ a short series of lectures/discussions at QUT addressing relevant issues of cultural awareness,
sustainability principles and the anticipated field studies environment (4 hours total contact); and
$ a Field program of around 3 weeks duration in which one week will be devoted to a program
designed to raise awareness of the cultural, socio-economic and environmental context and two
weeks in residence in the partnering community.
The residency component will be devoted to working with the local people on a number of mutually
negotiated community projects embedded in the theme of sustainability and alternative
technologies.
Approaches to teaching and learning
This unit is predicated on a fully participatory learning experience for all concerned. The detailed
Field Studies itinerary to be issued to confirmed participants will expand on the range and nature
of experiences sought by the program.
Selection process
The number of students who can be accommodated on the field trip would need to be limited for
logistical reasons. It is expected that this would be about twenty students. It is important that
there are a representative number of students from each school within the Faculty to ensure a
multidisciplinary team is assembled to embark on the field trip. In the event of excessive demand,
it would be necessary to introduce an appropriate selection process that could be based on GPA
and the need to have disciplinary mix of students.
Assessment
As part of the assessment, students will be grouped into multidisciplinary teams to investigate
complex project/s which would require expertise from a range of disciplines. Work to be
undertaken will entail problem definition, critique and development of solutions within the context
of sustainable development. The students would be working with an indigenous community to
solve problems at the “grass roots” level using their expertise with appropriate guidance from the
academic staff.
Because the unit will engage with diverse and complex processes and issues we require that
students adopt the stance of the reflective practitioner by keeping a Log-book, Diary or some kind
of Reflective Notes in which you not only keep a record of the field trip experiences but use it to
reflect on the impact of the experience on you as a person. It is valuable to record such reflections
soon after the experience and this will be a routine task undertaken throughout the activity. To
assist you in this endeavour we require your Notebooks to be handed in by 4pm on the first
working day after the trip concludes.
Assessment will be based on:
$ your active participation in the preliminary lectures and the Field Trip program as recorded in
your Reflective Notebook/Logbook;
$ presentation of the outcomes of your investigations at a seminar; and
$ a 1000 word Report detailing your personal experiences of and contribution to the Field Trip and
summarising your perceptions of its value to your academic/professional growth to be handed in
within 10 working days of the conclusion of the trip. Clarity of expression and technical rigour is
expected of the submission.
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These reports will be used as source material for an overall Report on the Field Studies outcomes
to be prepared by participating staff.
A Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory result will be recorded for the Unit rather than a graded result. We
only require confirmation of meaningful attention to these requirements in terms of the unit
objectives.
Please note that while formal enrolment will take place in Semester 2 such field studies are more
likely to be run during the summer recess and results will not be finalised until it is concluded.
It will also be an expectation that participants will present a Faculty Seminar reporting on the field
trip experiences in the following semester. This seminar is not a component of the unit
assessment.
Plagiarism
Academic dishonesty, including plagiarism, is a serious breach of QUT Student Rules relating to
assessment. All instances of academic dishonesty in this unit will be dealt with in accordance with
the University procedures as detailed in the Manual of Policies and Procedures (MOPP) and
penalties may be imposed under these procedures in accordance with Student Rule 29. Student
Rules are accessible from:
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/Appendix/append01cst.html#Rule29.
Resource Materials
As defined in the preliminary lecture/discussion sessions.
Costs to students
As defined in the preliminary lecture/discussion sessions.
Risk Assessment Statement
There are no out of the ordinary risks associated with this unit.
Disclaimer - Offer of some units is subject to viability, and information in these Unit Outlines is
subject to change prior to commencement of semester.
Last Modified: 13-JUL-04
Unit Outline
http://https://qutvirtual.qut.edu.au/pls/qv/unout_display_p.show?p_arg_names=p_show_mode
&p_arg_values=search&p_arg_names=p_unit_cd&p_arg_values=BNB301&p_arg_names=p
_version_number&p_arg_values=1&p_arg_names=p_unout_version_number&p_arg_values
=1&p_arg_name
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These pages are best viewed in Internet Explorer v 5.5 or later on PC and Mozilla v1.4 on Mac. The OLT system is
developed and maintained by TALSS.
All files uploaded on OLT have been scanned for viruses. Copyright © | Privacy | Feedback | Information Facilities Rules |
Disclaimer
CRICOS No.00213J
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Appendix 3 – Instructions for constructing a keyhole garden
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Appendix 4 – Text of the students’ presentation to the Village Assembly
(Presenter: Jillian Los)
Who we are?
Today we come before you as a group of students and staff from the Faculty of Built Environment and
Engineering from the Queensland University of Technology, Australia, and simply as concerned
people.
As students, we are here for our own studies in sustainability, particularly ideas concerning the
rehabilitation of dongas.
Our interest, however is not purely professional – our interest in this project has been strengthened
greatly by our affection for the Morija community.
This affection has stemmed from an overwhelming response by Morija’s citizens, explaining to us the
present situation, past efforts and future aspirations.
We have found our experience here to be very rewarding; we have been not only welcomed, but
embraced by many of the people of Morija.
What we have done:
For the past 2 years members of the QUT community have been aware of the physical obstacle that
dongas pose to Morija and the lifestyle of its people.
Once upon a time there was a stream called Koapeng – now it is a donga.
For the past week, we have stayed in Mopato and concentrated our efforts to develop ideas for the
stabilization of Koapeng Stream, which we today present for consideration.
We are aware that just as Koapeng stream belongs to Morija, so too does its future.
Discussions with the community have led us to realize that Morija has the interest, skilled labour and
resources to improve the condition and better use Koapeng Stream.
We hope to assist in this process by providing recommendations to facilitate stabilization and
utilisation of the stream.
Whilst our efforts have been directed towards Koapeng Stream in particular, the principles we have
investigated may be translated to other applications, and we hope that our efforts may serve as
groundwork to future donga rehabilitation.
The essential principle governing our studies and solutions is to stabilize Koapeng Stream by slowing
water, storing water and controlling further erosion.
As Koapeng Stream stands, with its raging water flow during storms, there are four major problems:
 water is not stored, and as such, water is not fully utilized;
 soil is being lost. Uncontrolled runoff accelerates the erosion process, which has two major
consequences: Firstly, in extreme cases, widening of dongas means a loss of land itself, and
secondly, loss of soil limits how the people of Morija may use their land; and
 reduced soil productivity and loss of land together essentially translate to reduced food production
capability.
Dongas, ladies and gentlemen, divide the community, and if left uncontrolled could ultimately lead to
limited access and interaction. This, in turn, leads to limited possibilities for future town planning.
By slowing the water down, and implementing proper control of dongas, a number of benefits may be
realized. These arise from the more effective utilization of natural resources. Specifically:
 improved adequate use of water for everybody;
 more fertile land;
 improved productivity from the land; and
 and the prevention of the division of families and villages that could result from dongas without
intervention.
The approach that we suggest is to start rehabilitating the donga at the source of the water, and
progressively move down the donga as upstream conditions greatly influence downstream effects.
Thus Stage 1 takes place geographically between the top of the catchment and the guesthouse, Stage
2 between the guesthouse and the road crossing, and Stage 3 between the road crossing and the
road to Matsieng.
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Stage 1 starts at the top of the catchment and works downwards, better enabling Morija to reclaim the
donga. The stages and steps involved in each of these stages will be described only briefly, however,
we anticipate that these descriptions will provide a sufficient base for more detailed queries. Further,
we anticipate a detailed report will be forwarded to a number of contacts within Morija.
Under Stage 1, we suggest that Morija:
 construct a silt trap on the Makhoarane Plateau;
 construct rock pools below the dam diversion to slow and store water and stop erosion rills with
rock walls as they form;
 on grazing land above the donga control grazing to avoid damage, and construct stone walls to
trap silt so the donga will fill with soil and stop growing;
 where small and large dongas meet, build drop structures and wiers with pools below to slow and
store water;
 build stone bridges to allow animals to cross and slow water; and
 plant trees and shrubs in a 10 to 15 metre wide buffer above the sides of the donga to slow
entering water.
Under Stage 2:
 stop undercutting and stabilize the bank by armouring with rocks and retaining;
 control falling water using drop structures, water pools, rock walls and weirs;
 control animal crossings by creating rock causeways; and
 stop paths eroding by controlling water flow.
Under Stage 3,
create a rocky bed
 stop undercutting by stabilizing the bank by armouring with rocks and retaining;
 slow and store water using rock weirs and stone walls;
 control where animals graze and walk; and
 stop paths eroding by controlling water flow.
Discussions with a number of Morijans regarding efforts of particular members of the community in
rehabilitating sections of Koapeng Stream have made clear to us the need for an integrated approach
in stabilizing Koapeng Stream. By this, we suggest not only integration between preventative and
interventional measures, but between various sections of the donga, cooperative efforts within this
community itself, and between the community and external organizations.
Organisations such as Stock Aid, the Department of Forestry and Land Reclaimation, and Thabeng
High School are aware of the recommendations that we have presented to you today. And whilst
these organizations have the potential to facilitate momentous rehabilitation programs, their efforts are
reliant on the Morijan community to establish this momentum; to effectively ‘set the wheel in motion.’
Indeed, cooperative efforts to the rehabilitation of Koapeng Stream will ensure that the result is far
greater than that resulting from many separate and individual efforts.
We, as part of the Queensland University of Technology community have been privileged to work with
the people of Morija, however, at the end of the week we must return to Australia. Yet Koapeng
Stream remains unchanged – its future contribution to your community is in your hands.
Are questions appropriate now???
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Appendix 5 – Records of interview with various Morijan people
Interviews by Katie O’Brien and Catherine Knight
Reverend SETUMO ELLIOT SEKOLI
7/12/04
 What is your understanding of the donga problem?
The Koapeng Donga seems difficult to fix due to the severe slope of the landscape.
The outcome of this means that there are less fields to plough.
 What is the church’s involvement in donga rehabilitations?
The focus is mainly on the congregation’s land. The first rehabilitation started in 2003. Sometimes
the chief allows rehabilitation outside the congregation’s land.
 What is the congregation’s involvement in donga rehabilitation?
The planting of trees and kikuyu grass and construction of walls. During this time, prayers, singing
and bible readings build community rapport.
 What do you use to construct the walls?
Rocks and bags filled with sand.
 Will the Koapeng donga rehabilitation make a difference to people’s lives?
By constructing dams to slow water, this will provide irrigation water, not drinking water. Immediate
issues within the community are food and clothing.
 What does the church think about what we are doing?
He cannot make a decision for the church; it has to go through the church committee and the
approval of the congregation. He seemed to think that because of our limited time here, there is
not much point in asking the church committee.
Education Department
7/12/04
SENG KHALENA and PASELCA ELLIAS RAMALFANE (Former employee of Dept. of Agriculture.
Previously worked within Dept. of Education on issues of ''Agriculture within Education''. Currently
employed as Program Developer in conjunction with International Aid organizations in Dept. of
Education).
 How do you see the Donga issues within Morija?
People within Morija understand the problem. The problem lies in finding help and funding.
Aware of stone being used to arrest erosion. There is still a lot of soil falling.
Ministry of Forestry has statistics on soil loss and expertise on how to remediate the problem. A
list was compiled according to the priority of severity of soil erosion and their focus was on
mountains and dongas using plantation work.
16th October annually, is International day for tree planting.
Individual people can request gullies and dongas to rehabilitate. There was an incentive where a
number of trees were allocated to people who wanted to fix erosion on their land. The wood then
became their commodity to be sold.
 Where do you think Donga rehabilitation has failed in the past?
There hasn’t been enough money for individuals to erect fencing around rehabilitated areas to
keep out grazing animals and the understanding by local farmers for the need to have topsoil to
grow food. Few know this but nothing is done if they do know.
Chiefs and councils have different views on important issues within their communities. Some don’t
think that development is an important issue and don’t take the initiative. Morija’s Chief and
council are very aware of these problems as he has travelled widely and bought back knowledge.
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 What could be done to improve this problem of soil erosion?
Block farming; there is a need to control animal grazing. There is also a lack of planning to handle
this problem.
The individual person has the mentality of needing assistance from the government. There is an
attitude of ‘I can’t do it alone’, but they are a government within themselves and need to look after
the country for their own good. Individuals need assistance and confidence for the first stages of
rehabilitation.
 What has the department of educations role been?
There is recognition of Agriculture within the department of education to develop projects. Work
with international organisations to rehabilitate dongas through schools (high schools) has resulted
in a ‘Development studies’ program being taught.
Rehabilitation of the dongas by this program has enabled the schools to generate an income
which can be used for maintenance of buildings as well as rehabilitating areas to allow crops to
grow. This wood is also used for cooking and therefore feeding students.
Stock-Aid
Lesotho Aid
Ph: (+266) 2236 0398
8/12/04
KHOTSO – Manager
MOLIFI – Assistant manager
NTLOHELEHG – Social development and Marketing coordinator
MALIANTLE – Program coordinator
CHRISTABEL – Horticulture and small stock operator
 What is your role in the community?
Helping the poor to sustain themselves by providing food security.
To enable older people to have protein and foods without relying on cattle.
To feed communities and make them self sufficient.
To eventually have enough produce to sell i.e. cheese making
.
 How can people apply for Lesotho Aid?
A cohesive group of people have to have formed a club, which has to have existed for 1-3 years.
They must have a common purpose, motives and aspirations, which is involved within certain
activities within the community that they come from. They must have been running for 12 months
before making an application to Lesotho Aid.
The club first applies for help; there is a screening of the group. There are guidelines used to
identify the group. Then, if taken on, they are provided with training, so they are able to do what is
expected of them.
The guidelines used for identifying the group are: exist for a minimum of twelve months, have a
constitution, a committee, with chairman, records of activities (minutes of meetings) and the
requirement that half active members be present at any meeting.
 Once the club has been successful with the application, what do they receive from Lesotho
Aid?
Supplies clubs with chickens, goats, bees, rabbits, occasionally cattle, seeds for planting, water
tanks, guttering, dams and building supplies with the understanding that the club will supply
labour.
 What issues do you foresee with regards to this QUT project?
1. Social aspects of who owns the rehabilitated land?
2. Who is responsible for running the site project?
3. What are the core issues?
4. Have the correct community consultation processes been in place? Understand the
smaller problems before you get to the core of the bigger problem.
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5. Lesotho Aid is concerned that if the project fails, this will reflect upon their
relationships with other NGO’s and government organizations.
6. What are our visions and objectives? Top to bottom approach.
7. Why have other dongas failed? Research literature.
8. Provision of images in presentations to explain collection of water i.e. pipes and dams,
as most have not seen this process.
9. Concerns silt levels in dams and maintenance.
10. Lifespan of the donga.
11. Long term effects on the community.
12. Sell the project as a positive. i.e. long-term water solution rather than focusing on the
negative.
13. Provide the community with training on donga rehabilitation.
Recommended reading on dongas available from:
SECHABA Consultants
Maseru
Ph (+226) 2231 6555
LEAOOA – Morija Museum computer facilitator
lmohapi@morijafest.com
6/12/04
 The donga issue is within Morija.
 Showed erosion controls implemented by father on property i.e. terracing of garden.
 Simple guttering and water collection
 Fresh water wells set up by Aid organisations. Inefficient due to lack of maintenance,
contamination by animals and drought conditions.
 Bore water well. R25, 000 to set up.
 Inadequate rubbish collection. Previous initiative of “Collect-a-can” has not been present
lately. One recycling truck used to service the whole country.
 Community now forms informal dumps where rubbish is deposited and burnt. This does not
work if it is not close enough for people to walk there. This results in backyard rubbish dumps.
 There is no legislation on rubbish dumping.
BENNY KALAKA – Morija museum information guide
info@morijafest.com
 Was present as a community member at the Stock Aid meeting.
 Extremely helpful in cultural and social information on the Morija area.
 Plans to set up tourist information centre at the Morija Museum under the guidance of Stephen
Gill
STEPHEN GILL – Morija Museum and Archives Curator
 When approached by QUT, has agreed to help the community with grant applications.
 Suggested if local sources don’t work, to pursue government and embassy’s (American and
Chinese).
ADDITIONAL FUNDING AVENUES:
TEXAS – US Peace Corp. Worker
Application for UN Food for Work Grant. See appendix for contact and application details.
DEPARTMENT OF ARGICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FORESTRY.
www.affa.gov.au
AUSAID –
www.ausaid.gov.au
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Interviews and other observations by Ravi Karan and Lachlan Driver
8th Dec 04
Meeting with Ms Mokokomali & Ms Mothebesoane
 Teachers for Development Studies subject at local Thabang High School. Subject is a project
based subject that runs for a 6 months or a year.
 Ms Mokokomali has had a donga rehabilitation related project in the past with her students.
Project involved planting of trees in sections of a nearby donga. Some of these trees have been
washed away because they weren’t very suitable. Some have remained.
 Ms Mothebesoane has completed a small scale silt trap project. The project was successful but
too small to have any large implications and was a stand-alone effort.
 Project work done in the past has involved were agriculturally related and the school and own fund
raising to fund projects.
 Both teachers are keen in using the scheme as a project for 2005 for Development Studies at the
Thabang high school. They require further resources to make the project possible. These will be
posted, one copy to each teacher.
 Have already been given Glenn Thomas’s report on dongas.
 Both realize the significance and importance of the project.
7th Dec 04
Group discussion with Mr Neo Mothokho
Soil Scientist in Soil Survey Office.
Department of Forestry and Land Reclamation.
 Currently processes exist to get local projects planned and evaluated by government and
Food for Work funding allocated appropriately.
 Ministry doesn’t sponsor projects, but helps with the schemes to create proposals, provision of
supervisors, advisors who act remotely.
 Department officer is planned for Morija by the end of the next fiscal year. Work for Food
projects is available via the Disaster Management Agency (DMA).
 Community interest must be active before Dept will consider being involved.
 Volunteers can receive planning help from the district officer.
 Mr Mothokho would prefer the voluntary approach.
 Mr Mothokho indicated that if done properly, Koapeng stream donga rehabilitation project has
a good opportunity.
9th Dec 04
Presentation to Assembly
 Presentation by Jill Los was well received. Approx 45 people were present from local government
and Morija locals. A4 handout was particularly successful.
 Questions raised included (answers in italics)
o How long have we been in Morija?
Arrived 3rd Dec 04.
o What will QUT do after we leave and what resources will QUT provide?
Cannot guarantee returning to Morija, dependant on QUT’s authority. QUT will send a
report completed at the end of January. Long term links are desirable.
o Can the local youth be involved next time?
Indicated that local male youth have been working with use during the duration of our
stay.
 Malineo Motsepher, Unicef Officer for Youth, responded that donga will be reclaimed by next visit
in two years.
6th Dec 04
Early morning conversations with locals along Koapeng Donga
 Know the donga is a problem.
 Water is the main challenge they face.
 They have access to guesthouse drinking water when there are no guests, otherwise drinking
water comes from springs up the hill.
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 There have been plans to fix the donga, but there is a lack of community spirit and people would
rather put their energy towards family centered work to make money.
 Agree that there is water that could be exploited to their advantage.
5th Dec 04
Visual inspection of donga
 Donga is obviously deteriorating
 Work was undertaken approximately 15 years, to try to rehabilitate. 3 gabions were constructed
between Koapeng crossing and the conference center. Although useful for some time, the
structures are now broken, and donga has widened. The positioning of the gabions was not ideal
and not upstream flow control was implemented.
6th Dec 04
Rehabilitation of dongas at Melealea lodge
 Existing local successful examples of donga rehabilitation.
 Methods include:
o Damming and piping water for irrigation
o Silt traps; freestanding stone walls, gabion, car tyre stone combinations.
o Planting with appropriate vegetation (aloe, robinia, acacia) within dongas to stabilize soil.
o Armoring
7th Dec 04
Principal and Geography teacher of Thabeng High School, Mr Mokhothe
 Acknowledges the donga situation and says that the future does not look good unless something
is done.
 Says syllabus and time restrictions means his students cannot contribute to donga rehabilitation.
8th Dec 04
Stephen Gill
General discussion
 Chief has indicated that the existing local committee can be used to implement the project rather
than creation of a new committee
 Indicated that a project coordinator is necessary to ensure the completion of the project.
 Advised to have additional meeting with deputies prior to presentation.
 Indicated possible groups who could assist in some capacity. Important to understand how each
section of the community could be integrated.
o Stock-Aid, the church – could provide seed money
o Youth groups, schools – could provide labour
 These is enough expertise and organizational ability in Morija to make the project successful.
 If the chief says to do the project, then the project will be done.
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Appendix 6
GULLY EROSION AND CONTROL: LESOTHO CASE STUDY
Assoc. Prof. Glenn Thomas
School of Design
Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering
Abstract
This paper overviews accelerated soil erosion resulting from human impacts on the landscape from a
world view and compares environmental and cultural similarities between Australia and southern
Africa in relation to their influence on gully erosion in particular. The severe and ongoing gully (donga)
erosion in Lesotho is then discussed. Local evaluations of previous attempts to establish prevention
and rehabilitation practices in Lesotho are reviewed. Recommendations for trials of additional
measures including the possibility of using very large gullies for water storage to enhance agricultural
productivity are then explored.
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GULLY EROSION AND CONTROL: LESOTHO CASE STUDY
3 March 2005
Introduction
Erosion, or weathering, of the earth’s surface by wind, water, ice, chemical and organic agencies is a
natural process that is the primary sculptor of all of our landscapes. It has been described as a
beneficent process without which the world would have died long ago. Unless disturbed, natural
erosion tends to establish equilibrium between the removal of surface soil and its replacement by the
weathering of the underlying surface rocks (Jacks & Whyte 1939, 19). The characteristics, origin, and
development of landforms, in other words their underlying geology and surface geomorphology, are
the manifestation of the erosion and rock forming processes in operation in that landscape. Types of
landforms are classified according to their distinguishing geomorphology (Cotton 1958, Preface).
Human induced soil erosion upsets the natural equilibrium of nature, accelerates the denudation of
surface soil, reduces soil productivity and increases the rate of sedimentation of streams, lakes and
oceans among other impacts. Accelerated erosion exceeds the capacity of normal weathering
processes to produce new soil to replace that lost and leads to progressive land degradation. Given
that soil and water are two of the three fundamental resources upon which all life on earth depends it
follows that continued land degradation threatens the existence of all life forms it supports. Jacks and
Whyte (1939) argue a founding tenet of the rise of human settlement as a central cause of this
degradation. They refer to the belief that
to gain control over the soil is the greatest achievement of which mankind is capable. The
organization of civilised societies is founded upon the measures taken to wrest control of the
soil from wild Nature, and not until complete control has passed into human hands can a
stable superstructure of what we call civilisation be erected on the land.
(Jacks & Whyte 1939, 17)
McHarg (1971, 26) goes further to suggest that the Biblical creation story in Genesis and “ its
insistence upon dominion and subjugation of nature, encourages the most exploitive and destructive
instincts in man rather than those that are deferential and creative”. Time has shown just how wrong
these concepts have been and how they have contributed to widespread land degradation and the
spread of poverty in much of the world. Accelerated soil erosion in all of its many forms has shifted
from a largely local to a global problem since the Industrial Revolution provided the machines to aid
the rapid spread of human activity. Jacks & Whyte (1939, 18-20) refer to the economic depressions of
the early 20 th century and the realization that the stability of the soils on which the above concept of
civilisation is founded was seriously in question as a result of this unprecedented growth. They noted
that human induced erosion was occurring in almost every inhabited country with the exception of
north-western Europe. They also noted that erosion was at its most virulent in the semi-arid
continental grasslands … which offer the greatest promise as future homes of civilisation . Despite this
realization little was done to establish a cohesive approach to management of human induced soil
erosion until the second half of the 20 th century. Clarke (2002, 193) suggests that, globally, soil loss is
second only to climate change as our most immediate environmental problem. The exception to this
was the USA which became one of the most advanced countries in the world in development of a
conservation agronomy (Jacks & Whyte 1939, 122).
Records show that although earlier attempts had been made the first substantial body of information
on land degradation in Australia was published in 1977 (Woods 1984, 1). This followed the Report of
the National Estate (Committee of Inquiry 1974) but it was not until 1988 that the National Soil
Conservation Strategy (NSCS) was finally formalised by the State and Federal Governments. An
important international event that contributed to this new awareness was the World Conservation
Strategy (IUCN 1978) which was followed by the National Conservation Strategy for Australia in 1984.
The cause of water-borne accelerated erosion gully erosion is well documented. Uncontrolled
concentrations of runoff across vulnerable surfaces following the removal of stabilising vegetation by
clearing, overgrazing or over-cultivation remove vast quantities of topsoil and subsoil and rapidly
enlarge small rills into gullies. The formation of these gullies results from two basic processes
operating singly or in tandem. The most common process involves the head of the gully extending
upslope due to the waterfall effect of entering water undercutting the face and the unsupported soil
slumping under gravity. The second process is scouring where the washing effect of running water
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removes loose particles and transports them downstream. In extreme cases side gullies will form at
weak points in the initial gully wall and develop the dendritic pattern of creek systems. The impacts of
gully erosion are also well known. There is a loss of large volumes of soil and land use becomes
severely limited. Off-site soil deposition degrades streams through reduction in water quality and bio-
diversity, accelerates sedimentation of weirs and dams and increases flood damage due to the
reduction in stream flow capacities. The Australian Agriculture Assessment (2001) and Marston
(2001), both available on the web, provide very useful and thorough summaries of water-borne soil
erosion in Australia. Prevention of gullying is totally dependent upon either diverting runoff from
vulnerable areas or protecting the topsoil from the initial sheet and rill erosion forces of overland flow.
Thus the most common management treatment for controlling erosion has been a combination of
contour bank construction and the maintenance of well-vegetated drainage ways.
Australia and Africa share a common origin in the super-continent of Gondwanaland and share many
physical and ecological similarities. There are strong similarities in terms of climatic patterns and the
episodic drought and flood cycles. Although southern African landscapes are geologically much
younger than those of Australia there are also strong parallels in the impacts of farming on land
degradation in both countries and many of the lessons learned in each country are therefore
transferable.
Woods (1984, 4) notes that no more than 10% of Australia is arable and of that, 5.8% was under
extensive cropping and 0.3% under intensive cropping. Woods also noted that, in 1975, half of the
land used for agriculture and grazing required some form of treatment for degradation and identified
erosion and soil salinity as the core issues. Roberts (1989, 17-18) notes a 1936 conference of
Commonwealth and State Ministers that requested State Governments to form soil erosion
committees and the first Soil Conservation Acts were passed in New South Wales and Victoria in
1938. It was not until the 1982 Year of the Tree which created Greening Australia followed by the
1988 NSCS and through it, the Land Care movement, that there have been effective outcomes in
controlling erosion on a broader scale. The majority of gullies that once followed the clearing of native
vegetation have since been stabilised and have ceased to be a major erosion problem (Australian
Agriculture Assessment 2001) while contemporary land management in Australia is much more
effective in terms of prevention.
By comparison, less than 15% of the South African subcontinent is suitable for cultivation and remains
largely pastoral (Jacks & Whyte 1939, 65). Jacks & Whyte (1939, 66) refer to government action in
South Africa from around 1933 to give assistance for gully reclamation and erosion control measures
that largely failed to fulfil their original purpose. Today, soil erosion remains a big problem in much of
the country. Soil conservation measures, like water conservation, have long been a government
priority. The most serious environmental threats are said to be:
 uncontrolled livestock grazing;
 rampant urban development;
 surface disturbance and pollution associated with mining; and
 farming on marginal agricultural land that has resulted in heavy soil loss.
In addition, the Karoo region is experiencing continued desertification while acid rain from power plant
pollution is a problem in the High Veld (Encarta 2004). Jacks & Whyte (1939, 65) also identified a
number of causes of erosion in the southern African veld (grasslands):
 kraaling, the holding of stock in enclosures as protection against jackals which in turn localises
the grazing impacts on the veld grasses;
 veld burning in anticipation of summer rains to renew grass cover;
 overstocking in good seasons with the resultant overgrazing when rainfall fails;
 deforestation for timber and firewood; and
 the construction of roads and railroads without regard to control of stormwater.
Clarke (2002, 201) notes that while 80% of South Africa’s land area is used for some form of
agriculture only 13.5% is considered to be arable. Resulting degradation increases vulnerability to
drought and dependency on imported food and foreign aid. Clarke also points out that soil
degradation through wind and water is costing South Africa nearly R2 billion per annum and that the
worst impact of this degradation is the advent of “ecological refugees” or poverty stricken rural
communities who are forced to leave their land and move to urban areas.
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Lesotho: context
Lesotho (formerly Basutoland) is a landlocked independent kingdom within South Africa (Figure 1). It
contains the dominant watershed in South Africa. The headwaters of the Orange River and its major
tributary, the Caledon, rise in the Drakensberg and Maloti Mountains of Lesotho less than 500km from
the Indian Ocean and flow some 2000km west across South Africa to the Atlantic Ocean. Jacks &
Whyte (1939, 272) and Clarke (2002, 133) note that South Africa’s principal source of water is in
effect controlled by Lesotho and that water is of great importance in a sub-continent marked by its
scarcity. Brokered by South Africa and funded by the World Bank, the Lesotho Government has
recently completed the giant Katse Dam as part of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP)
being constructed in these headwaters to export water to South Africa and increase Lesotho’s export
income (Go2africa 2004). The generation of hydroelectricity is a by-product of the project. The
Mohale Dam, the second major dam in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project, is now well advanced in
construction.
Figure 1 – Locality Map (adapted from: van Riet et al 1997)
The LHWP has had a mixed reception from various commentators and from the people of Lesotho
and, apart from its boost to Lesotho’s income most seem to be negative. Clarke (2002, 136 suggest
that it “serves as an example of how the world’s dwindling water can become a catalyst for civil and
international conflict”. Clarke (2002, 137) and Bond (2002, 143) refer to the effect the construction of
the Katse Dam has already had on more than 20 000 Besotho people and the overall loss of 11 000
hectares of grazing land to the whole project in a country already critically short of farmland.
There are strong socio-economic contrasts between the two countries as summarised in Table 1.
Lesotho is one of the world’s poorest countries in economic terms. It has a very small manufacturing
base and its major export has been labour in South Africa. Its scarce arable land is severely
degraded by sheet and gully erosion (Murray et al 1998, 593). Bond (2002, 143) notes that the
country’s stock of arable land has been reduced to just 9% of its area (circa 2 700 hectares) and that
this has occurred through the combination of loss of grazing and arable lands to the LHWP and the
severe erosion of the Lesotho lowlands. Rock (1994) quotes estimates of some 29% of the rural
population who do not have access to land for food production. Clarke (2002, 140) highlights the
internal importance of land and water to the Lesotho people through reference to villagers, whose
traditional water supplies have disappeared, being accused of stealing South Africa’s water if they
fetch water from the LWHP dams. The combination of these factors places an imperative on
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rehabilitation of the remaining farmlands and the maximising of their production capacity as a
sustainable system.
Table 1 – Socio-economic comparisons between South Africa and Lesotho (source: Murray et al
1998.
Aspect South Africa Lesotho
Area 1.22million km5 30 350 km5
Population 45million comprising approximately
40million Indigenous from nine
language groups, 5 million whites
and a coloured minority.
2 million predominantly of the
Besotho Indigenous tribal group and
very few whites.
Language Afrikaans, English and nine tribal
languages
Sotho and English
Literacy 82% 71%
Per capita GNP US$2930 US$600
Political structure Republic Kingdom
Head of State Thabo Mbeki (re-elected 2004) King Letsie III
Gully (donga) erosion in Lesotho
Rock (1994) notes that soil erosion is evident throughout Lesotho and particularly severe in its
lowlands which share the sandstone geology of the South African Karoo. These sandstones produce
duplex soils that are highly susceptible to erosion by the high intensity summer storms that provide
85% of Lesotho’s rainfall between October and March. Rock (1994) attributes the onset of today’s
serious soil erosion problems to the displacement of native hunters and gatherers by the cropping and
herding Bantu at the beginning of the 19th century. Increasing population and the consequential
increase in pressure of grazing and cropping on the lowland veld removed the scant protection
afforded by the grassland cover and, in the absence of any coordinated attempt to control runoff, has
resulted in extensive gully erosion.
Reference is made to early 20 th century accounts and photographic evidence in the 1920s of severe
erosion in the then British Protectorate of Basutoland. Jacks & Whyte (1939, 273) include a
photograph of a gully, locally called a donga, in excess of 14 feet (4.2m) deep. A donga observed by
this author near the Village of Morija in December, 2002 was estimated to be in excess of 20m deep
having cut through the deep duplex soils down to the sandstone bedrock. It had developed to the
stage where it was threatening a number of houses (Figure 2). This was just one of many examples
of severe gully erosion, many even deeper, observed by this author through much of the lowlands. A
1988 Natural Resources Inventory estimated an annual loss of 40 million tonnes of soil from the
Lesotho range and croplands (Rock 1994).
Figure 2 – Aerial and internal views of a major donga east of the Village of Morija in the
Lesotho lowlands.
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The following list summarizes an important range of factors that need to be considered in relation to
the donga issue (adapted from Rock 1994):
 field studies of the time estimated that 80% of gullies were still actively growing;
 dongas usually originate from runoff concentrations in denuded rangelands and then cut through
croplands in the lower parts of the catchment;
 the dongas grow laterally and reduce valuable cropland area;
 growth rates are exacerbated by increased water velocities once the downward erosion reached
bedrock;
 donga erosion results in massive loss of topsoil and soil nutrients;
 the donga environment is either dry and barren or conduits of high velocity runoff preventing
restoration of soil moisture reserves for cropping and thus result in the production of badlands;
 although dongas are clearly visible and the impacts of equally insidious sheet and minor rill
erosion which will ultimately lead to more gully erosion often goes unnoticed;
 previous soil conservation efforts was placed on terracing croplands, establishment of drains and
grassed waterways and little attention was given to rehabili tation works; and
 a major obstacle to management and rehabilitation is the culturally complex system of land tenure
where land is either communally owned or allocated to individuals by the local chief.
During a visit to Lesotho in December 2002 the author observed the birth of a new gully across a
newly ploughed field during an intense rainstorm. It grew from a minor rill concentration of runoff to a
raging torrent cutting down to an estimated depth of more than 1metre within 30 minutes. Its growth
was a combination of upward growth of the gully head and lateral collapse of banks. The gully rapidly
reached an estimated width of 2metres near the bottom edge of the field a mere 50metres or so from
the gully head. Observations made by the author in the lowland corridor extending from Mafeteng
through Morija and Matsieng to the capital Maseru and north to Teyateyaneng (Figure 3) indicated that
examples of effective soil conservation practices were at best isolated. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that this observation is typical of the whole of the lowlands region. An excursion into the central
highlands where the duplex soils were replaced by more erosion resistant and fertile volcanic soils
showed a much higher incidence of soil conservation practices.
Figure 3 – Locality map indicating the notional extent of the author’s observations of donga
incidence, November – December 2002.
Morija

Matsieng

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The Matelile Rural Development Project
The core focus of Rock’s 1994 Report was to evaluate the efficacy of the Matelile Rural Development
Project (MRDP), locally known as the “German Project”, initiated in the mid 1980s. Its emphasis was
on donga rehabilitation and bund stabilisation together with the use of cropland conservation practices
and the establishment of new productive crops (mainly fodder and firewood) to biologically stabilise
the dongas. Previous attempts to initiate rehabilitation projects on communal land had generally
ended in failure and so the MRDP adopted a “bottom up” approach either directed at individual
landholders who wanted to repair a donga or by allocating “ownership” of communal dongas to
individual farmers and rural dwellers lacking access to scarce land resources. The latter strategy was
predicated on giving the new landholder the incentive to rehabilitate the donga to bring the land back
into production.
Technical advice and material support was given to landholders by the Lesotho Natural Resources
Section in the form of donga foremen selected from the local community and given 2 days training, a
basic set of tools and a supply of materials. The tools comprised a pickaxe, shovel, spade,
wheelbarrow, a pair of pliers, a 2kg hammer and a trowel. Materials included cement, black polythene
bags, wire and gabion boxes. Training of donga-foremen took place in April and May and approved
rehabilitation projects were undertaken from May to October each year. It is clear from this account
that rehabilitation efforts could only be directed at smaller dongas and that the many kilometres of
large dongas dissecting the lowlands would remain unchecked.
The structural rehabilitation phase involved building a variety of silt interception devices across the
line of flow. These devices were:
 simple stone lines or dry stone structures in a horseshoe shape for shallow field dongas;
 sandbag weir structures across the contour for small field dongas (Figure 4a);
 cemented stone or concrete block walls or arch weirs in a horseshoe shape in larger dongas
(Figure 4b); and
 gabion structures for larger dongas with continuous or high water flows (Figure 4c).
Figure 5 illustrates structural repair to a
donga using a dry rubble stone drop
structure with a notched central wier. Such
structures, if of fully mortared construction
could store small pondage of runoff. It is
expected that such a pondage would
eventually silt up as part of the repair
process but in the meantime the stored
water is available to the farmer for irrigation
purposes. Progressive re-construction of
the structures downstream has the potential
to both repair the donga and maintain some
water supply for crop production.
Figure 5 – Rubble stone drop structure at
Malealea Lodge, Lesotho
Figure 4 – Silt interception structures
used in small donga rehabilitation
(from Rock 1994).
a. Sandbag weirs
c. Gabion weirs
b. Stone (or block) weirs
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The biological rehabilitation phase began once the dongas behind the structures had filled with silt
to the spillway level. Contour “hedges”, primarily of grasses, were planted to take over the role of soil
retention. The criteria for grass selection are a dense root system, a dense thatch at ground level to
trap more soil and strong self-regenerating capabilities without being invasive.
The grasses used were Vetivar (Vetiveria zizanioides), Rompha (Phaleruis aquatica hybrid) and
Pampas (Cordaderia selloana). The main establishment problem encountered was the uncontrolled
grazing of malnourished stock. A variety of fodder grasses were also used for general surface
stabilisation of trapped silt in larger dongas. These included Kikuyu (Pennisetum clandestinum), Dallis
(or Paspalum) (Paspalum dilatatum), Rooikweck (Hemarthria altissima) (a swamp grass good for wet
sites) and a number of other minor grasses of some fodder value. The Common Reed (Phragmites
communis) and Spanish Reed (Arundo donax) were also found to grow well in the dongas and provide
a cash crop to the donga owner if sold in bundles for thatching. There is no indication that southern
Africa’s Common Thatch Grass (Hyparrhenia hirta) has been trialled as a donga stabilisation species.
The traditional thatching of the Lesotho house is being replaced by corrugated iron roofing because
thatch grass is scarce and therefore expensive (Gill pers comm., 2002). There is a clear potential to
do so as it adds a further cash crop to the economic mix.
Dwarf bamboos were also found to grow well. Lesotho has a hardy indigenous bamboo, Leqala
(Thamnocalumus tesselatus), which doesn’t need abundant water and is hardy in the Lowlands (May
2000, 21) but there is no specific mention of this species in the Rock Report. In addition to the
stabilising grasses a number of legumes were planted to improve soil nitrogen and humus content.
These included Hairy Vetch (Vicia dasycarpa x villosa), Arrowleaf Clover (Trifolium vesiculosum) and
the Vetches Coronilla varia and Astragalus cicer.
Trees provide the third component of biological stabilisation and are selected for their hardiness and
value adding characteristics such as providing firewood, fodder or poles. Firewood species include
Silver and Green Wattle (Acacia dealbata and A. decurrens) which are wide spread weed species
introduced from Australia and Black and Honey Locust (Robinia psuedoacacia and Gleditsia
triacanthos) which also have fodder value. Fodder trees include a number of Willow species (Salix
babylonica, S. fragilis, S. mucronata, S. capensis, S. capraea and S. purpurea).which are primarily
planted in the donga floor. A number of Poplars yielding firewood, fodder and poles have also been
trialled (P. x canescens, P. Deltioides, P. nigra var italica and P. simony) along with a lesser number
of other tree species.
The conclusion reached by Rock’s 1994 Report is that the project can be regarded as successful in
dealing with the rehabilitation of some 281 dongas in the four years from 1990 to 1994 and that an
expansion of the program across the whole of the country should become national policy and be
funded accordingly. Based on the 1994 data a typical small donga cost M725 (about AUD145) and a
larger donga M1380 (about AUD256) to carry out the structural works excluding the labour provided
by the landowner. Although this may appear insignificant in Australian terms, Lesotho is a very poor
country and there are a huge number of dongas to be treated and even these modest costs are well
beyond the earning capacity of many individual landowners. Add to this the problem of the very big
dongas and the scale of the challenges faced by Lesotho is clearly enormous.
Other rehabilitation options
The Lesotho approach of using a combination of structural works and revegetation reflects the
common approaches to rehabilitation of existing gully erosion adopted around the world. The main
variables are to be found in the detail methods and materials used from location to location. In addition
to the materials trialled in Lesotho the construction of drop structures or weirs have utilised hay bales,
silt fences, old car tyres and post and rail debris dams sheeted with wire netting in various
combinations.
Figure 6 illustrates a rail and netting debris dam with a car tyre apron used in the Hawke’s Bay region
of New Zealand. The technique is said to be particularly useful in soft rock hill country (Hawke’s Bay
Regional Council 1996). This low technology technique has an obvious potential to expand Lesotho’s
repertoire, particularly as an alternative to gabions in larger dongas.
A variation on this theme that might have potential for trialling in even larger dongas is to stack car
bodies across donga floors as a debris dam and sheet the downstream face with brush and wire
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netting to trap silt. This could form very
effective, low cost drop structures to heights
of 2 to 3 metres (Figure 7). It would also
assist in ridding the country of its large
number of dumped car bodies which are
arguably Lesotho’s greatest visual blight by
burying them in the trapped silt.
Figure 6 – Construction of a rail and debris
dam (from Hawkes Bay Regional Council
1996)
Figure 7 – A possible debris dam built from car bodies
The construction of earth dams across the gully is a technique widely used to deal with gullies which
are too large to be rehabilitated by the trapping of silt behind drop structures. The value of damming
the gully is in the stored water that is then available to support agricultural production. This is clearly
an option that should be considered in Lesotho as it has the potential of providing farmers with
irrigation water to extend production into the dry season and increase the country’s food production
capability. There are several challenges that need to be considered in examining the feasibility of a
program of dam construction:
 construction of earth dams requires expert engineering design and access to skilled construction
operators as the risk of damage resulting from dam failure is very high;
 dam construction would need to be coordinated with an overall catchment plan that addressed
headwater runoff management to control the potential for rapid silting of the storage basin;
 dams would also need to be designed with adequate flood retention capacity and erosion
protected flood overflows to prevent the donga simply bypassing the embankment in a severe
storm event or overtopping and destroying the dam;
Lattice of poles
cut from Wattle
over a wire
netting to slow
water flow and
drop silt into
the structure
 Top of poles wired back to
anchor pegs
 Stacked car bodies
Direction of flow
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 the donga floor/walls downstream from flood overflows would need to be stabilised to prevent
scouring from flood overflow water
 the steep sides of the dongas are likely to become unstable under water and collapse to a much
lower angle of repose resulting in further loss of land surface (this should be compensated by
increased productivity);
 there are potential risks of piping failure at the interface between the earth embankment and
bedrock and this would need to be dealt with in the embankment design and construction; and
 the construction of such dams, if technically feasible, is likely to be beyond the resources of most
individual landowners and would need to be undertaken by an adequately funded
community/government collaboration;
Management of headwater runoff into a storage dam may utilise various techniques used singly or in
combination depending on the characteristics of the locality. These include:
 establishment and maintenance of vegetated waterways along all runoff concentration paths;
 fencing of the waterway to exclude stock;
 inclusion of small “silt interception” dams utilising established techniques of drop structure
installation that are easily cleaned out in the dry season to protect the main dam from silt build up;
 re-shaping localised changes in gradient to form a flume reinforced with rock and vigorous
planting to prevent further gullying initiating from the foot of the steeper gradient.
Adequate engineering design of retention and overflow capacity and is dependent upon the adequacy
of rainfall data to ensure that the appropriate factors of safety are incorporated. Loss of land due to
stabilisation of donga banks should be compensated by increased productivity of cropland plus the
potential to use the banks above water level for grass cash crops (eg thatching grass). Those
combined with a sustained program of rehabilitation of smaller dongas to productive land should lead
to a greater food production capacity for the nation.
The author carried out very preliminary field tests of the texture of the duplex soils near Morija in 2002.
The procedure involved immersing soil samples in bottles of water, vigorously shaking the mixture and
allowing it to settle into its constituent particle size layers. The samples were taken from the roughly
vertical to undercut walls of the donga shown in Figure 2 at points where gully depth varied from
around 5 to 11 metres. The visible soil profile indicated a thin to nonexistent topsoil (A Horizon) over a
yellow grey B Horizon and a grey C Horizon extending to the exposed sandstone bedrock. Depths of
the B and C Horizons varied from location to location. The immersion test indicated a 1 5 clay to
coarser material ratio in the B Horizon and a 2:3 ratio in the C Horizon. The much higher clay content
in the C Horizon was also supported by evidence of rotational failure in the undercut parts of the
donga walls. Both horizons showed minor dispersion through residual cloudiness in the water after 24
hours. The accuracy of these crude tests needs to be verified by laboratory testing but the initial
indication is that the C Horizon has sufficient clay content for conventional earth dam construction
based on a clay core.
Material for construction of an embankment will be made available by re-shaping the donga banks
within the proposed storage area back to a stable gradient. The planting of a grass riparian strip along
the top of the new banks and fencing to exclude stock from destabilising the edges should accompany
this process. Dam embankments should also be grassed to protect the surface and managed to
exclude colonisation by woody weeds that can lead to piping failure (Thomas 1999, 13-4). Kikuyu
(Pennisetum clandestinum), an African native grass and a proven performer in Lesotho, is eminently
suitable for dam embankments. Figure 7 illustrates the potential conversion of a very large donga into
a storage dam along the lines suggested above.
Recommendations for further work
The following further work is recommended to protect and rehabilitate Lesotho’s cropping and grazing
lands to verify the feasibility recovering lost land and production caused by the more severe dongas
and increasing the production potential of farmers:
 develop catchment management strategies development to identify major risk areas and allow
development of prevention programs to limit further donga development;
 catchment management strategies should be founded on a well integrated approach of expert
guidance and local (bottom up) action based on effective community education programs;
 prevention programs should include a much greater emphasis on vegetative stabilisation of
headwater areas to slow runoff and maximise infiltration for stored soil moisture;
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 map existing dongas from aerial photography and characterise them according to cause and
degree of development;
 trial construction of the New Zealand rail and netting debris dam should be undertaken to test the
potential of this technique in the Lesotho context;
 trial construction of a larger drop structure using dumped car bodies should be undertaken to test
the feasibility of this technique of trapping silt to refill moderate dongas and contribute to the
general amenity of the Lesotho landscape in the process;
 identify potential sites for water storage dams which can supply irrigation water to farmers should
be identified from the mapping data;
 evaluate potential sites in highly visible locations through detailed site surveys including laboratory
testing of the physical and chemical properties of soils in key target sites, develop the civil
engineering design for a pilot project and proceed to construction as a demonstration project.
These recommendations will require varying levels of government, community and funding support.
Lesotho could benefit fro learning from Australia’s experience with this Land Care programs refined
over at least 15 years and now recognised world wide as the benchmark for rural land management.
Trialling of the alternative types of drop structures suggested to repair damaged land could be
undertaken as an adjunct to established and expanded programs of encouraging sustainable grazing
and cropping practices. The development of catchment management strategies, mapping and
characterisation of dongas and the identification of potential sites for water storage would, at the
minimum, require funding by the Lesotho Government. Implementation of a trial water storage dam
may be within the resources of the Lesotho Government but it is likely that wider adoption of the
scheme should it prove successful would require international aid funding. The recommended trials
would provide the foundation for an application for such funding.
Conclusion
There is no doubt that continued land degradation caused by gully erosion in Lesotho is a major
obstacle to the nation ever having a capacity to be self sufficient in the production of food and fibre on
a sustainable basis. It is acknowledged that there are examples of successful rehabilitation of
degraded land and of improved farming practices to prevent degradation but it is abundantly clear that
it is not enough. It is also abundantly clear that the problem of severe donga damage in the lowlands
is beyond the capacity of individual landholders, communities and even the government of Lesotho to
arrest let alone attempt rehabilitation on the scale required to secure a sustainable future.
Only a massive injection of international aid can provide the resources and public education necessary
to deal with the problem and the securing of such aid will be dependent upon demonstration of a
capacity to deliver an integrated strategy that addresses both prevention and rehabilitation on a
national scale. This paper has sought to put the Lesotho condition in the context of the wider world
experience of dealing with human induced soil erosion and to evaluate existing attempts made in
Lesotho to deal with the issue. The recommendations made above are seen as essential first steps in
the search for an achievable integrated strategy.
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Figure 7 – Sketch of a donga converted to a water storage dam.
EXISTING DONGA WALL
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